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Nehru, Gandhi and Birth of Israel

Einstein: “May I tell you of the deep emotion with which I read recently that the Indian

Constituent Assembly has abolished untouchability?. . . I read that the curse of the pariah

was about to be lifted from millions of Hindus in the very days when the attention of the

world was fixed on the problem of another group of human beings who, like the

untouchables, have been the victims of persecution and discrimination for centuries....Long

before the emergency of Hitler, I made the cause of Zionism mine because through it I saw a

means of correcting a flagrant wrong. I refer to the peculiar disability suffered by the Jewish

people by which they were deprived of the opportunity to live on the same basis as other

peoples. . . Jews have been persecuted as individuals; the Jewish people has been unable to

develop fruitfully as a cultural and ethnic group. . . Zionism offered the means of ending this

discrimination. Through the return to the land to which they were bound by close historic

ties. . . Jews sought to abolish their pariah status among peoples.”
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Nehru “I know that the Jews have done a wonderful piece of work in Palestine and have

raised the standards of the people there, but one question troubles me. After all these

remarkable achievements, why have they failed to gain the goodwill of the Arabs? Why do

they want to compel the Arabs to submit against their will to certain demands? The way of

approach has been one which does not lead to a settlement, but rather to the continuation of

the conflict.....The creation of a Jewish national home in Palestine was unacceptable because

Palestine was not a wilderness, or an empty uninhabited place. It was already somebody

else’s home . . . this generous gesture of the British government [the Balfour Declaration]

was really at the expense of the people who already lived in Palestine. ”

Gandhi “My sympathies are all with the Jews. But my sympathy does not blind me to the

requirements of justice. The cry for a national home for the Jews does not make much

appeal to me . . . it is wrong and inhuman to impose the Jews on the Arabs. What is going

on in Palestine today cannot be justified by any moral code of conduct. ”
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Netanyahu and Modi

Modi: “The people of Israel have built a nation on democratic principles. They
have nurtured work, grit and the spirit of innovation. You have marched on
regardless of adversity achallenges into opportunity. India applauds your
achievements. ”

Netanyahu to Modi: “I am a son of a historian. Our people have had thousands of
years of history. India and Israel are two of the most ancient civilizations on earth.
And yet, it is an amazing fact, that until you visited Israel, no leader of India, in
3,000 years of our own sovereign existence, and our history, has visited Israel.”
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Defence, Intelligence & Surveillance

Indian’s DRDO (Defence Research and Development Organization) works closely with
its Israeli counterpart MAFAT in R&D exchange since the 90’s. New Delhi has a
defence attaché in Tel Aviv since 1995. Setting up of Indo-Israeli Management
Committee (I2MC) by Indian Scientific advisor Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.

Indian state uses Israeli spyware ‘Pegasus’ to spy on anti-caste activists involved
in Bhima-Koregaon protests trying to bring about inter-caste solidarity between
Dalits and Other Backward castes.

Elbit systems (Largest Israeli supplier of land and unmanned aerial equipments) has very
close ties with Adani. Adani manufactures HERMES drones in Hyderabad and a
large amount Israeli firearms in MP, India. Adani has had meteoric rise since
Modi’s win in 2014 and is closely associated with him since Modi’s Chief
Ministership in Gujrat.

Close and semi secretive Indo-Israeli cooperation since 1960’s in defence supply,
R&D and intelligence. India always tried to balance its Arab interests against ties
with Israel. Israel helps India circumvent US sanctions during Kargil war.
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Hindutva

CAA-NRC: BJP govt. introduces the controversial Citizenship Amendments
Act(CAA) and a National Register of Citizens(NRC) to give & register Indian
citizens on religious grounds with an aim of delegitimising Indian Muslims. Indian
Muslims constitute 3rd largest in the world, most Muslims are converts from the
lower castes and face double discrimination.

NRC exercise in Assam(Northeastern India) was carried out with the intention of
delegitimising Assamese and Bengali Muslims but large numbers of Hindus found
themselves trapped without ’valid’ papers.
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Article 370, prohibiting non-natives from buying land in Kashmir, was removed.
Land in Kashmir has been increasingly occupied by Army which is also complicit
in numerous atrocities. There is a near ban on information travelling out of
Kashmir as the govt. paints Kashmiris as terrorists. Uses Israeli example of
occupation and oppression to ’Hinduise’ the region. Israeli technology is often
tested on Kashmiris.
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Caste discrimination and caste related crimes have increased exponentially since
2014. Most occurrences of rape are against lower caste women who are powerless
and are committed to keep the lower caste communities in check.

Bajarang dal: A militia under the RSS-BJP comprising of men from the OBCs
and Dalit communities meant to harass Muslims and minorities on religious lines.
Men from the lower castes often used in rioting and killing of Muslims, while the
govt. rescinds laws meant for their protection against caste discrimination.
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Who is the enemy?

Zionism: Weapon against Palestinians, Muslims, Arabs i.e. third world indigenous
population for imperialist control of their lands and resources.

Hindutva: Weapon against Muslims, Dalits....? what is Hindutva? ..... A term
coined by V.D.Savarkar for domination of Indian masses based on the Hindu
religious codes.
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Hinduism = Caste system

Vedic Caste System- a hierarchical division of society is the main founding
principle of the Hindu religion...not Gods or Demons unlike Abrahamic religion.

Upper(Pure) Castes: 1)Priests (Brahmin) 2) Warriors (Kshatriyas)
3) Traders (Vyasya/Bania)

Lower(Impure) Castes: 4)Peasants & Workers (Shudras) 5) Untouchables (Dalits)
6) Tribals

Castes are Classes which cannot change as different castes practised different
professions. Highly resilient to conversion to Abrahamic religions.

The Lower Castes along with religious minorities constitute >80% of Indian
population. The upper castes have a strong presence Politics, Media, Education,
Industrial workforce, Govt. Administration, Judiciary, Military, ... due to
historically being upper class.
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British India- The Raj

British rule India by introducing a system of participatory govt. Indians become
British citizens with limited autonomy.

Indian upper classes participate in govt. and dream of ‘Home Rule’, they form
the Indian National Congress(INC) of upper class from all religions. Muslim
League exits within the INC.

Small % of lower castes and untouchables find education and work under the
British, eventually leading to birth of modern anti-caste movements.

INC Hindus adopt a more Hinduised approach of ‘Satyaagraha’ of M.K. Gandhi
to appease lower castes. Hindu Mahasabha an extreme right wing party is
formed, few upper caste INC members support it.

Split between Muslim League and INC, INC always wins all elections forcing
Muslim League to form coalition with Hindu Mahasabha.
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Hindu Mahasabha and RSS(National Self-help Group) use Hindutva to unite
‘Hindus’ to oppose ‘secular’ INC. These are extremely casteist and patriarchal
organizations. RSS would later play key role in forming the BJP in 1980.

The need of a common enemy (Muslims, Christian, non-Hindus) is essential for
distracting from effects of the caste system. Poverty in India has always been
majorly along caste lines.

Never was India united under a ‘Hindu’ Rule. Ashoka(268-232 BCE) was
Buddhist and Akbar(1556-1606) was Muslim (so is most of the Indian menu) and
both allowed other religions to flourish.
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Fascism & Hindutva....

Members from Hindu Mahasabha visit Mussolini’s Italy and learn to adopt his
nationalistic anti-communist methods in India.

Golwalkar, Hindu Mahasabha’s Founder: “Germany has also shown how well-nigh

impossible it is for races and cultures, having differences going to the root, to be assimilated

into one united whole, a good lesson for us in Hindusthan to learn and profit by. —M.S.

Golwalkar 2 ”

Hindu Mahasabha 1939: “Germany’s solemn idea of the revival of the Aryan culture, the

glorification of the Swastika, her patronage of the Indo-Germanic civilization are welcomed by

the religion and sensible Hindus of India with a jubilant hope . . . I think that Germany’s

crusade against the enemies of the Aryan culture will bring all the Aryan nations of the world

to their senses and awaken the Indian Hindus for the restoration of their lost glory. ”
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... Hindutva & Zionism

Kashmir is the most
militarized place on earth followed by Palestine. Indian state has tested Israeli
weapons and methods of protest control on Kashmiris and hopes to emulate the
Israeli occupation of Palestine in Kashmir. It promises to bring back a minority
Kashmiri Pandit population into Kashmir and occupy the rest of the Muslim
Population inhumanely.

Similar strategy is adopted to displace vast tribal populations from their ancestral
lands with vast mineral resources. Drone technology developed in Israel is used
for continuous surveillance and monitoring of these areas. It had raised casteist
militia ‘Salwa Judum’ of lower castes to commit mass rapes and murders to
combat the Communist-led Tribal resistance. There is continuous paramilitary
presence in the Tribal areas.
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Resistance against Hindutva & Caste

Bhuddism: Siddartha Gautam (aka the Bhudda) (6th century BCE) first known
resistance against Vedic castes. Non theistic in nature. Large portions of indian
populations were Buddhists.

Phule considered to be the first major anti-caste activist.
Periyar led a huge anti-caste movement in the southern state of Tamil Nadu.
Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar led major anti-caste movements in British India and
opposed Gandhi vehemently for his casteist views. He was the chairman of the
Drafting committee of the Indian Constitution and a world renowned social
anthropologist having clarified the anthropological role of castes.

Reservation in Govt. jobs and eduction as an affirmative action introduced for
Dalits(Scheduled Castes) and Tribals (Scheduled Tribes).
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RSS backed BJP appropriates Dalit Parties organised along class line and
proselytise tribals.

To forestall implementation of
reservation for Other Backward Castes, RSS instigates Hindu population to
demolish 16th century mosque. Most people involved in the demolition are from
the Lower castes.

Progressive educated ‘Hindus’ always reform along caste lines. Caste practices
only mutate to newer forms of discrimination. Caste discrimination widespread
among expat Indians in USA and UK.
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Imperialism and Hindutva

BJP tries hard to introduce bills
benefiting private capital at the expense of Indian farmers. Various Indian farmers
unions protest in unison in large numbers in 2020-2021 and now. Technology
developed for riot control in Israel being deployed against them. About 40,000
farmers protest for 1yr and 4 months with over 500 farmers being killed. Farmers
get labelled as terrorists and Sikh separatists.
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Since 1960s Indian state aggressively tried to expand and appropriate tribal land
and completely displace indigenous tribal populations. They still resist state
oppression having united under the communist banner and have continuously
been waging a Guerrilla war. Indian state deploys its paramilitary and military
with drone and surveillance technology developed with Israel. It has committed
mass rapes and murders against the tribals.
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Who do they work for?

Zionism: World imperialism by destabilizing the 3rd world Arab nations in Asia &
Africa.

Hindutva: Tiny proportion of Hindu upper class in serving and competing in
world imperialism in plundering the labour and natural resources of the vast
Indian sub-continent.
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Who do they lie to?

Zionism: The 1st world working class, to support the occupation of Palestine.

Hindutva: The Indian working class, women, backward castes, tribals, in
oppressing themselves and other minorities.
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